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Our Price $39,950
Retail Value $48,950

Specifications:

Year:  1981  

VIN:  1FMDU15F2BLA26475  

Make:  Ford  

Stock:  A26475  

Model/Trim:  Bronco  

Condition:  Pre-Owned  

Body:  SUV  

Exterior:  Black  

Engine:  351  

Interior:  Red Cloth  

Transmission:  4-Speed Manual  

Mileage:  73,976  

Drivetrain:  4 Wheel Drive

Step into the world of classic American
muscle with this stunning 1981 Ford
Bronco. With a mere 73,976 miles on the
clock, this vintage beauty is a rare find and
a testament to the enduring power and
performance of Ford's iconic Bronco line.
It's a vehicle that not only turns heads but
also stirs the soul with its timeless charm
and undeniable road presence.

The exterior of this Bronco is finished in a
sleek, jet-black color that exudes an aura
of mystery and adventure. The black
paintwork is beautifully complemented by
the vibrant red cloth interior, creating a
striking contrast that sets this vehicle apart
from the crowd. This color combination is
more than just aesthetically pleasing; it's a
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more than just aesthetically pleasing; it's a
statement of individuality and a nod to the
daring spirit of the Bronco.

Under the hood, you'll find a robust 351
engine that's ready to roar into action at
your command. This powerful heart of the
Bronco delivers an exhilarating driving
experience, combining the raw power of a
classic muscle car with the rugged
durability of a 4x4. It's paired with a 4-
speed manual transmission that puts you
in complete control of the vehicle, offering
a driving experience that's both engaging
and rewarding.

The red cloth interior is a testament to the
attention to detail and craftsmanship that
went into the design of this Bronco. It
offers a comfortable and inviting
environment that's perfect for both short
trips around town and long, leisurely drives
in the countryside. The seats are plush and
supportive, providing optimal comfort for all
occupants. The dashboard and controls
are intuitively laid out, making it easy to
operate the vehicle and enjoy the driving
experience.

This 1981 Ford Bronco comes with a
range of manufacturer options and
packages that enhance its appeal and
functionality. These features not only add
value to the vehicle but also contribute to
the overall driving experience, making
every journey in this Bronco a memorable
one.

In conclusion, this 1981 Ford Bronco is
more than just a vehicle; it's a piece of
automotive history that offers a unique
blend of style, performance, and comfort.
It's a vehicle that commands attention
wherever it goes, and it's sure to be a
treasured addition to any classic car
collection. Don't miss this opportunity to
own a piece of American automotive



 

own a piece of American automotive
history. This Bronco is ready to take you
on a journey back in time, offering a driving
experience that's as thrilling today as it
was nearly four decades ago.

Don't hesitate to call or text anytime 602-
513-3298
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Vehicle History Report : as Of 05/01/2024

*carfax Snapshot is a reflection of available information on the date the report was pulled. carfax
is constantly being updated with new information and is subject to change at any time.

 

Our Location :
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Installed Options

Interior

- Power steering - Front seat type: bucket  - Upholstery: cloth

Exterior

- Pickup sliding rear window: power vertical

Snapshot

1981 FORD BRONCO

No accidents or damage reported to
CARFAX

5 Service history
records

21 Detailed records available

73,746 Last reported odometer
reading

FREE CARFAX Report

See the full CARFAX Report for additional information
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